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The Basics
To access TutorTrac:
Open Mozilla Firefox.
Click on "TutorTrac Logon" in the upper right.

(If not using the receptionist computer, simply type http://tutortrac.umassd.edu into the address bar.)

Log in using your email username and password.

To log out of TutorTrac:
Click on Trac-Man

in the upper left, then click "Exit."

Now you MUST close the browser by clicking the X in the upper right to finish logging off.
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To view the schedule:
Click on Trac-Man
of the Main Menu).

on the upper left, then click "Schedule" (or click on "schedule" on the left side

The screen will display your schedule, so click on "Writing and Reading" on the bottom left to see the
entire WRC's schedule (you will have to scroll left and right). To view the schedule of an individual tutor,
click on his/her name on the bottom left.
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Making Appointments
To make a one-on-one appointment from the schedule:
Locate the green availability box for the desired tutor at the desired time.

Click on the down arrow next to the time (to the left of 10:00a in the example above).

Enter the tutee's last name in the box that appears.

Click on the ID number next to the correct name.
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The Appointments Entry box will appear.

Make sure "Writing and Reading" is selected under Center.
Select a Subject from the drop-down menu (for general writing help, use WRC 100).
Select a Reason from the drop-down menu (for our purposes, this will almost always be "Writing skills").
If necessary, add a note.
Click Save.

It will say "New appointment record saved." Now click the red X in the upper-right.
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You will see the new appointment on the schedule.
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To make an appointment by searching for tutor, time, or specialty:
On the left side of the Main Menu, click search for availabilities.

Just like making an appointment from the schedule, enter the tutee's last name, then click his/her ID
number from the list of matches that appears.

(Continued on next page.)
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Choose "Writing and Reading" under Center.

Now you can select a specific Consultant (Tutor), Section (Class), date range, time range, and days of the
week by which to search for available appointments. Selecting a specific class will only display those
tutors who specialize in that subject. You may leave a field blank if, for example, you are not searching
for a specific tutor. (WARNING: Once you select a Section, if you want to change or erase the Section,
you will have to re-enter the student's name.)
(Continued on next page.)
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Click Search and you will see a list of all availabilities that match your criteria. You may have to scroll
down to see them all.

When the tutee decides which appointment (s)he wants, click on the time range under the tutor's name.

Now you will see the "Appointments Entry" box, and from here the process is the same as on pages 5-6.
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To make a weekly appointment:
Click the time in the desired green availability block.

You will see the availability menu:

Change Autobook to Weekly (if not already done).
Check off "Allow option to book weekly" (if not already checked).
Now hit Save.
Proceed to make the appointment as you normally would (see pg. 4-6). When the Appointments Entry
box appears:
Make sure the box next to Weekly is checked.

Save and close the window.
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To make a conversation partner appointment:
Conversation partner appointments are listed on the schedule under a dummy tutor named
"Conversation Partner" (alphabetized under "P").

Conversation partner appointments are made under the international student’s name. (The
international student is the one receiving help with his/her spoken English.)
Proceed to make the weekly appointment as you normally would (see pg. 10). When the Appointments
Entry box appears:
Select WRC 100 for Subject.
Select ESOL for Reason.
Make sure the box next to Weekly is checked.
Write the name of the American partner in the Notes section (ex. "John Doe: American partner”).
Save and close the window.

When conversation partners arrive for a session, only the INTERNATIONAL student swipes in.
When they are finished with their appointment, have the international partner swipe out.
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To make a one-time appointment:
If you need to make an appointment that is not during a tutor’s normal tutoring hours, you can make a
one-time appointment.
Locate the desired time, tutor, and date on the schedule.
Starting at the top of the desired timeslot, click and hold the mouse and drag out a green box (if the box
is not green, hit the "a" key until it is). Release the mouse button at the top of the next hour.
You will see this screen:

Change the Max to 1 student.
Make sure that the date from and the date to are the same because the appointment is only occurring
once.
Hit Save.
Now you can make an appointment as you normally would (pages 4-6).
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Adjusting Appointments
To temporarily block out a certain time slot for a tutor:
If for some reason a tutor will not be available during one of his/her normal hours, you can block out
that time period so that no one can give him/her an appointment. (Note: you must have a supervisor’s
approval before doing this.)
To do this, first move the mouse to the top of the desired green availability box.
Click and hold the mouse, dragging to the bottom of the box.
Before releasing the mouse button, press the "a" key until the box turns red.

Let go of the mouse.
(Continued on next page.)
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The Availability Block window will appear.

Make sure the date and time are correct (the date "from" and date "to" should be the same if you are
only blocking the availability for one day).
Hit Save.
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To move an appointment:
Once an appointment has been made, you can move it to another time and/or tutor (this is useful if, for
example, a tutor is out sick).
To do this, click on the highlighted time in an appointment box.

On the Appointments Entry, you will see a Move To... box next to the Date.

Click on Move To...

Select the Consultant (tutor), the Date, and the Time to which you wish to move the appointment.
Uncheck Send Confirmation.

Click on the time frame you want in green, then click Change.
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Now the appointment has been moved. You must hit the Refresh button on the right side of the white
address bar at the top of the screen (pictured below) or press the F5 key on your keyboard for the
change to be reflected on the schedule.
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To cancel an appointment:
Click on the highlighted time in the appointment box.

Change the Status to "Canceled," then hit Save and close the box.

The appointment will still appear until you refresh the page by hitting the Refresh button at the top of
the screen (pictured below) or by pressing the F5 key on your keyboard.
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Logging in
When a student arrives for his/her one-on-one appointment:
Make sure there is a blinking insertion point in the field under Log Student (located at the top of the
page).
(Note: if you do not see Log Student at the top of the page, go to either the Main Menu or Schedule and
it should appear.)

Have the student swipe his/her UMass Pass. When swiped correctly, you will hear a beep. (If the student
does not have his/her card, you can enter his/her last name manually.)
Select "Writing and Reading," then "Log In."
Under "Choose a Reason," the correct Subject and Reason should already be selected if the student's
appointment is in the system, but double-check with the student, then scroll down and hit "Continue."
(If the appointment is not in the computer, you will have to select the correct Subject and Reason
now.)

The student is now logged in.
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When a student arrives for his/her group appointment:
Group appointments include collaborative tutoring sessions as well as staff workshops and events such
as the Writing Circle.
Group appointments appear as yellow blocks on the schedule.

(To see a list of students in the group, click on the down arrow next to the time.)

These students still need to swipe in and out like any other appointment - see pg. 18 and 20.
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Logging Out
When a student is done with his/her appointment:
Just like logging in, have the student swipe his/her UMass Pass.
(If the student does not have his/her card, find his/her name in the Mini Log List on the bottom left of
the Main Menu, then click the right arrow symbol next to his/her name.)

Either way, a new box should appear.
Choose "Writing and Reading," which should appear in red, then hit "Log Out."
In the box that appears, Visit Notes can be entered. The tutor seen should already appear (if not, select
the correct tutor from the drop-down menu).

Hit Continue and the student will be logged out.

